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Usage Stats

Most immediate metric that directly reflects usage

Only useful if data are collected in a standardized way – 
COUNTER is the standard and looks at HTTP status 
codes, double-click intervals, and excludes robots



http://open-access.net/fileadmin/OAT/OAT14/Tage-Koeln-Traue_keiner_Statistik_Recke_2014.pdf
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Usage is different from scholarly citations 

Metrics collected August 8, 2012 

42,772 PLOS ONE Papers



Citations

http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0063184

Citations have become a proxy for scholarly impact

Many problems with unreflected use of citation metrics, 
in particular in the assessment of individual researchers



Citations are collected via 
reference lists

On a broader scale, these findings suggest that as a community
we are far from managing data citation in a manner that allows the
development of tools and services such as data citation metrics, or
other integrative applications. Text-mining can be used to extend
structured data citation, and could be a basis for the development
of services to help authors or editors to add structured content at
the beginning of the publication process, rather than after the fact.
Furthermore, feeding this citation information back to the source
databases provides leads for database curators and contributes to
the deeper integration of public data resources.

Outcomes

N All the data described in this article are available at http://
europepmc.org/ftp/oa/AccNoAnalysisData/.

N The Whatizit ANA pipeline for ENA, UniProt and PDB
accession numbers is integrated into the ePMC infrastructure
and all the gathered accession numbers are available via the
ePMC web site and web services (http://europepmc.org/
WebServices).

N The extensions and improvements to the Whatizit ANA
pipeline will be applied to the ePMC core program of named
entity recognition and will be available via the web site and
web services.

N Tagged versions of the OA article set will be made available on
an ongoing basis from the FTP site in the future.

N Accession numbers mined from articles will be fed back to the
source databases to further improve the integration of
literature with data.

Supporting Information

File S1 Journal based analysis of the OA-PMC articles.
This file presents distribution of the articles as well as the
publisher-annotated articles based on the journals in the OA-PMC
set.
(XLSX)
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Reference lists have to be 
collected in a central 
resource and in a standard 
format



http://www.crossref.org/01company/02history.html

CrossRef's specific mandate is to be the citation linking 
backbone for all scholarly information in electronic form



Limitations

CrossRef citation linking built around references that have 
DOIs from CrossRef members – usually scholarly articles

CrossRef Cited-By service only available to CrossRef 
members for their own articles

CrossRef is a non-profit organization with publishers as 
members – no academic institutions, funders, other 
stakeholders



Alternative citation indexes for 
non-publisher users 



Reference lists increasingly 
contain non-article references

http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0115253 Loss of Current and Past Context
In this experiment, we aim at providing an insight into the loss of current and past
context surrounding articles in our corpora as a result of, respectively, link rot and
lack of temporally representative Mementos for referenced URIs. We considered
the network consisting of individual articles and the specific URIs they reference
and found that it was made up of numerous unconnected clusters and hence
would not be very helpful for our purpose. Instead, we explored a more abstract
network consisting of the corpora as sources of URI references and the TLD for
each of those references as targets. The number of URI references to web at large
resources sourced per corpus is known (Table 3) and the number of URI
references targeting a TLD was obtained by simply reducing each referenced URI
to its TLD. In order to keep the visualization of the resulting network
interpretable, we then restricted our analysis to the top six target TLDs for our
corpora: org, edu, com, gov, uk, and de.

Fig. 16 shows the references flowing from our three corpora on the right to the
six TLDs on the left. The width of the connections is proportional to the number
of references. The figure reveals that all three corpora have a large fraction of their
URI references targeting resources in the org TLD. In addition, the majority of
arXiv references lead into the edu domain. Given the scholarly nature of the

Fig. 3. STM articles and URI references per publication year - PMC corpus.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0115253.g003

Scholarly Context Not Found

PLOS ONE | DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0115253 December 26, 2014 18 / 39



DataCite provides DOIs for 
academic institutions and 
data centers



DataCite DOIs are not just for 
datasets

http://datacite.labs.orcid-eu.org/help/status



DataCite citation linking 
works differently, and is 
separate from CrossRef 

A DOI is not a DOI

http://datacite.labs.orcid-eu.org/help/status



CrossRef and DataCite 
announce initiative Nov 2014 

• Provide comprehensive support for interlinking between 
articles and data.

• Develop open APIs and open source tools to surface 
citations and other relationships between publications 
and data sets.

• Integrate into their services other existing scholarly 
communications initiatives such as ORCID and FundRef.

• Develop systems, workflows and best practices for using 
DOIs to reference large, highly granular and dynamic 
data.

https://www.datacite.org/CrossRefDataCiteinitiative



There is more than  
usage stats and citations

RESEARCH ARTICLE

VIEWED SAVED DISCUSSED RECOMMENDED CITED

PLOS HTML
PLOS PDF
PLOS XML
PMC HTML
PMC PDF

CiteULike
Mendely

NatureBlogs
ScienceSeeker
ResearchBlogging
PLOS Comments
Wikipedia
Twitter
Facebook

F1000 Prime CrossRef
PMC
Web of Science
Scopus

Increasing Engagement

http://dx.doi.org/10.3789/isqv25no2.2013.04



Days since publication
August 27, 2014

PLOS collects metrics from 
22 data sources 

http://alm.plos.org/articles/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0105948



New metrics not ready for 
impact assessment

Any metric we use 
should have good 
reliability (consistency) 
and validity. 

More work is needed in 
these areas for novel 
assessment metrics 
such as Mendeley or 
Twitter.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Validity_(statistics)#mediaviewer/File:Reliability_and_validity.svg



Work on best practices and 
standards has started

 

 
 
 
 
 

Alternative Metrics Initiative 
Phase 1 

White Paper 
 

June 6, 2014 
 

http://www.niso.org/topics/tl/altmetrics_initiative/

Phase II of the project starts in early 2015



Altmetrics data can be 
obtained from commercial 
service providers



https://github.com/articlemetrics/alm-report

Open source software to 
collect and analyze the metrics 
data

https://github.com/articlemetrics/lagotto



CrossRef DOI Event Tracker 
(DET) Pilot
CrossRef Labs has started a pilot project to collect events 
around all CrossRef DOIs issued since January 2011.

A DOI Event Tracker (DET) CrossRef working group was 
formed in May 2014, initiated by members of the Open 
Access Scholarly Publishers Association (OASPA).

The service is available at http://det.labs.crossref.org, and 
is using the Lagotto open source software.

http://det.labs.crossref.org
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